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introduction

• Great strides are being made in
creating and adapting powerful new
ai techniques for computer games
• Ok, so the games:
–
–
–
–

may not be fun
may corral a fixed idea of fun
may have been fun if their ai were faster
may be actual, genuine fun but real people
won’t play them

• Still, at least we’re making progreSs!

Cat up a tree

• This is a cat up a trEe:

Games and ai

• People work on games and ai for one of
two main reasons:
– Ultimately, They want better games
– Ultimately, They want better aI

• I fall into the betTer games category
• I did my phd in ai back in the 1980s
• i wanted (and stiLl want) to create
believable virtual worlds (mmos)
• the biggest obstacle i saw to this was
their need for virtual inhabitants
– i studied ai in order that I could make them

Back then

• Back then, computers weren’t as
powerful as today’s computers
– Or indeed today’s washing machines...

• Ai programs took ages to run
– 4 seconds to get a response from eliza

• Furthermore, People were aiming for
strong ai rather than weak ai
– Artificial general intelligence versus domainspecific solutions

• It’s unsurprising that (a* aside), ai
didn’t have much impact on games

What happened

• Until the late 1980s, ai was all about
symbols and problem-solving
• About being intelligent, rather than
seEming intelligent in a narrow field
– “neats” used logics, “scruFfies” used
whatever worked

• The scrufFies eventually won ... Sort of
– expert systems flourished as they
could perform very well in specific areas

• This led to the practical attitude which
dominates ai today

gofai

• The neats neatened the scruffies’ work
with scientific rigour, so also won
• Today’s ai is actually quite fragmented,
but neural networks rule
• The emphasis of the current paradigm is
on bottom-up, emergent ai
• The goOd old-fashioned ai of yore
was sidelined for being too abstract
– Ironically, as it had sidelined neural networks
(as “perceptrons”) for being too concrete

• That doesn’t mean gofai was wrong

tools

• Ai has many tools in its toolbox
• Some of those tools may be rusty,
but they’re still serviceable
• What’s more, at times they may be the
right tool for the job
• Much of the ai-related work that Games
want to do is at the symbolic level
• Perhaps gofai might be worth revisiting?
• Well yes, it is, and I‘ll use the rest of
this talk to give an example that
ilLustrates this

problem

• I’m going to look at mMorpgs
– Because I know more about them than you
do, and will thus seem cOoler…

• Mmos have a particular problem with
quests
• Quests are goal-driven pieces of
naRrative that players follow
– They overlap, like storylines in soap operas

• When there are no quests, mmo content is
called grinding
– Usually Very unfun

Hand-crafted quests

• Mmorpgs need several thousand quests
• The best are hand-crafted, but
creating these is time-consuming and
expensive
• Hand-crafting can produce gloriously
long narrative quest chains
• That said, they are unresponsive to
other ongoing events
– “Help! my cat is trapped in yonder trEe!”
– So, that army of orcs at the gates doesn’t
bother you..?

emergent quests

• Also excellent are emergent quests,
created by player neEds
– Eve online: Mining asteroids for metals
your corporation (guild) needs so it can build
spaceship components

• If players can generate their own goals
(and thus quests) from a situation, this
can be very powerful
• However, for them to do so requires a
rich world – even more expensive

wizard!

• Here’s a wizard!

Druid!

• Here’s a druid!

Procedural quests

• Developers responded to the demand for
quests by using procedural systems to
generate them dynamicaLly
• Generally used a chinese menu approach
– Pick an object from this column, an npc from
this column, a reward from this column

• You get a lot of fed ex quests this way
– “bring me this object” or “take this object over
there”

• also “kill <this number> of <these mobs>”

failure

• Chinese menu quests proved spectacularly
unsatisfactory for players
– Arbitrary, meaningless, devoid of story

• Procedural quests developed a bad
reputation and are generally eschewed
by major mmo developers
– Since wow: hand-crafted quests using toOls

• It doesn’t have to be this way, though!
• We can use AI planning to help us
– Yes, I’m talking strips and nonlin here..!

Planning 101a

• The world is a state made up of
objects with properties
• Actions transform one state into a
new state
• Actions have Preconditions
– Facts that nEed to be true for the action
to be executed

• Actions have efFects
– Facts that become or remain true when
the action has executed

Planning 101b

• Goals are facts you want to be true
• Simple Planning is search
• look for an action that has the goal
as an efFect
• If this action’s preconditions are
satisfied, execute it and you’re done
• Otherwise, set its preconditions up as
goals and recurse on each
• Directly-checkable goals are verifiable
• Directly-executable actions are primitive

The idea

• Give npcs (aka quest dispensers) goals
– based on the npc’s personality, or
maslow’s hierarchy of nEeds – whatever

• Give npcs simple planning systems to
try achieve these goals
• Don’t make many npcs driven to
achieve their goals, though!
– You want most Guards to patrol a fixed
route, not continually plot their revenge
on the wizard who slighted them

players

• Npcs will therefore have a set of plans
in various stages of completion
• Unless their situation changes, most
npcs will probably be stuck
– Insufficient resources, lack of skill, important
maintenance goals, insufficient intelligence, …

• They need the players to achieve their
subgoals for them
– Or, conceivably, other npcs

• This means those subgoals are quests

example

• Let’s say a particularly ambitious npc
has the goal have power
• Suppose we have four abstract actions
that have have power as an effect:
– Acquire
– Acquire
– Acquire
– Acquire

military power
religious power
economic power
political power

• Let’s go with Acquire religious
power…

expansion

• this action has lead a religion as
a precondition
• Suppose there are two operators that
have this as an eFfect:
– Lead an existing religion
– Start your own religion

• Let’s have our npc go with the former
• Perhaps it now finds that this is an
example of a general operator:
– Assume <position> in <group>

Sub-goals

• Assume <position> in <group>
has thrEe preconditions:
– be in a position lower than <position>
– be the best candidate for <position>
– there is a vacancy for <position>

• For the first of these, there may be a
primitive action that can be done to
achieve it: Join <religion>
• This itself perhaps has the precondition
not (a member of a religion)

executable

• If our NPC is indEed not a member of a
religion, then this makes the primitive action
executable
• Let’s say our npc instantiates <religion>
with the druids
• The npc now has a plan:
– Join the druids
– Make (be best candidate for leader of
the druids) true
– Make (there is a vacancy for leader
of the druids) true
– Assume leadership of the druids

hierarchy

• This system is a hierarchy:
Have power
Have political
power

Have economic Have military
power
power
Have religious power
Lead a religion
Assume leadership

Be in lower
position
Join religion

Make me best
candidate

Start own
religion

Make there
Be a vacancy

Key point

• ALl a planner’s verifiable goals can
be used as quests
• This makes for a dynamic and levelsensitive quest system
– “I’m going to join the druids. I want you to
make me be best candidate for chief druid”
– “I’m going to join the driuds and become best
candidate for chief druid. I want you to make
there be a vacancy”
– “I seek religious power. I want you to make
it that I assume leadership of the druids”

questions

• Why questions refer to abstract nodes
– “Why do you want to join the driuds?”
– To be in a low position in the organisation

• How questions refer to expansions
– “How will you lead the druids?”
– I’ll join up, make myself be best candidate, then make
there be a vacancy, then assume leadership

• Replies are Limited at the top and bottom of
the tree
– “Why do you want power?” I just do?
– “How will you join the druids?” I just will!

continued

• Which/what/who questions refer to
variable bindings
– “Which religion will you lead?”
– The druids

• When refers to position in the plan
– “When will you become best candidate?”
– After I join the druids but before I make there
be a vacancy for the leadership

• Not “tomorrow at 3:30pm”
– Temporal planning is harder …

Pros/cons

• Advantages:
– We get meaningful, individualised quests
with a coherent narrative
– Replanning is possible in response to
events

• Disadvantages:
– We need a lot of planning operators, so it
could stiLl be expensive…
– TOo much of this kind of thing will slow
an mmo server down considerably

use

• Modern mmo developers are starting to
notice gofai again
• Simple Planned actions loOk intelligent
– Storybricks is being used in everquest next

• Procedural content-creation went out
of fashion with wow but is now
making a comeback
– Runescape’s dungeoneering system creates
random dungeons suitable for your group
– Elite: dangerous creates entire star
systems on the fly

conclusion

• The past contains untapped seams of
aI gold
• I’ve used mmo quest generation as an
example, but games are wide open
• What else can be improved?
– Crafting? Combat? Terrain? Magic? Weather?
• Not automatic difficulty adjustment though...

• I’m not saying you shouldn’t use mcts
• I’m just saying that there’s more to ai
than the latest big idea, so consider it!

